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Innovative cabling solutions at a glance 
 
RFS displays its latest developments at PMRExpo 
 

Radio Frequency Systems 
(RFS), the global wireless 
and broadcast 
infrastructure specialist, 
focuses on its extensive 
range of transmission 

lines at this year’s PMRExpo at the Koelnmesse in Cologne, Germany. From 
November, 27th to 29th 2012, RFS will feature its radiating cables, indoor antennas as 
well as transmission lines and accessories and microwave antennas, plus 
accompanying waveguides. 

 

A special highlight is the range of HYBRIFLEX-cables: This cable combines optical fiber and 
DC power for Remote Radio Heads (RRHs) in a single corrugated cable. RFS equipped 
numerous trial sites around the globe – operators in Australia, Asia, Latin America, Africa 
and the United States appreciated the easy handling and cost-saving features of 
HBYRIFLEX. In Germany RFS moved even further: HYBRIFLEX transformed into an 
essential part many LTE-sites throughout the country. 

“We are widely offering our customers our complete range of solutions for the public mobile 
sector”, says Markus Krueger, Regional Sales Manager at RFS. Especially for PMRExpo he 
created a special display that introduces the latest RFS developments to visitors at one 
glance.  

To learn more about RFS’s cabling capabilities and its full portfolio of solutions, visit the 
company’s stand at PMRExpo 2012: Hall 10.2, Stand B49, Koelnmesse Cologne, 27th to 29th 
November, 2012. 

Trademarks: HYBRIFLEX™ is a trademark of Radio Frequency Systems. 
 
About RFS 
 
Radio Frequency Systems (RFS) is a global designer and manufacturer of cable, antenna 
and tower systems, plus active and passive RF conditioning modules, providing total-
package solutions for outdoor and indoor wireless infrastructure.  
RFS serves OEMs, distributors, system integrators, operators and installers in the broadcast, 
wireless communications, land-mobile and microwave market sectors. As an ISO compliant 
organization with manufacturing and customer service facilities that span the globe, RFS 
offers cutting-edge engineering capabilities, superior field support and innovative product 
design. RFS is a leader in wireless infrastructure. 
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Follow us on Twitter www.twitter/RFSworld.com 

 
About PMRExpo 

PMRExpo is the international branch meeting place for Professional Mobile Radio (PMR and 
Trunked Radio) as well as Command & Control Centres. It addresses executives and 
specialized visitors and participants from the target groups: BOS (authorities and 
organizations with security tasks), municipal utilities, energy industry, local public transport, 
industry, logistics and specialized trade as well as from municipalities. 

www.pmrexpo.com 
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